
TRUCK LOADING CONVEYOR 



Truck Loading Conveyor

Truck loading conveyor ıs the system that 
loads the goods in trucks cargo glider etc. in 
true angles

it takes the energy from the tail shaft, it 
means that needs no electricity.

it contains auger system and chain 
conveyor. it loads the goods in fast and 
safety ways.



Qualifications

It has high movement ability via using tractor. It has a portable structure, it gets 
the whip had of from the other products in the market. you can take it 
everywhere you want.



Qualifications
Maxporter Truck Loading Conveyor works 
everywhere, no need to use electricity, it 
only uses the tractor dynamos power.



It works via pistons on its structure also 
means no need to work external hydraulic 
units. by using the tractor’s dynamo, the 
goods are loaded in true heights also true 
angles.

Qualifications



Less labour needed while loading the goods. This means 
less labour cost. 

Qualifications



It loads more grain capacity from the other 
portable augers. This means less energy, 
less labour, less tıme. 

Qualifications



It loads the batch of grains without any labour so that it has a safe properties 
for the occupational health and safety systems.

Qualifications



Max porter Truck Loading Conveyor works highly fast 
capacity and suitable for every weather conditions 
easily.

Qualifications



Details

Truck loading conveyor has a capacity of 

270 t/h max. This means best practical 
solutions. Auger and conveyor work each 

other, because of this there ıs no harmful 

process for the grains while loading.
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The tractor with a truck loading conveyor loads the grains to the trucks while 
reversing maneuver to the batches of grains by using auger transferred to chain 
conveyor. Design of the system has an ability to set the height and angle of the chain 
conveyor, ıt gives an advantage for the good in true direction and true angle in that 
intended place.

Grain Entry
Pouring

Details



Max porter Truck Loading Conveyor has an 
easy maintenance. It works without any 
problem while controlling in true periods. If 
any problems are occurred, our technical 
service is ready to support every time.

Qualifications



2 YEARS

Maxporter Truck Loading Conveyor has 2 
year warranty by manufacturer, Mysilo*

*Production inputs & output systems are UNDER THE WARRANTY OF PRODUCTION AND ERECTION ERRORS.

Qualifications



If any question, request, or appeal please contact us.

www.mysilo.com
info@mysilo.com
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